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Read more about what total is here: The value of total in bets: what is Over and

 Under, examples of calculation in football and other sports
50;equals 2 in 3.
 The bet is won if the number of goals in the match is three.
This is the difference between such bets and bets on the usual total, where you 

can bet TB 3 or TM 3 and get a refund with three goals.
Individual three-way total
This is a bet on the performance of one of the teams.
For example, Liverpool scored two goals in six of the 14 away Premier League mat

ches prior to the suspension of the 2019/2020 season.
 When it is raining or snowing and the field is in poor condition, the game spee

d slows down.
A guide to better Football Betting Predictions
 Analyse the form of both teams
3.
 Recognise the forces in play - Injuries, Suspensions, etc.
 It is often the case that a club will announce in advance their players that wi

ll miss out on an upcoming fixture, be it due to injury or suspension.
 Take an interest in the latest confrontations
 Estimate the acceptable odds of your football prediction
 This will let you know if your prediction will be an interesting betting prospe

ct or not - it all depends on the potential gains of your bet slip.
Why are Football Betting Strategies Important?
 Some strategies are focused on the highest possible returns, whereas others are

 focused on minimizing risk.
Exact true odds are impossible to calculate, considering that it is impossible t

o replicate the same sporting event enough times (thousands) for a 100% accurate

 predictive algorithm.
 Typically high winds mean a lower scoring affair.
 If you follow a double chance football betting strategy without wavering, you c

an be assured it will pay off in the long run.
 A double chance football betting strategy will help you learn the ropes while l

imiting your growing pains.Conclusion
Bounce-back football betting
Double-chance football systems
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